
 

Under the gaze of  East Perth Power Station, possessing a kind of  industrial glamour with its 
imposing features being lit up from below, people begin to gather. From the carpark nearby, we walk 
along the riverside path, following the sound of  music. There’s no entry fee, there’s no door; people 
have set up a generator, a desk with CDJs, and PA speakers on stands pointing towards the Power 
Station facade. When we arrive, around 11pm, only 15 or so people are there, most of  whom are 
talking and drinking behind the decks where a small jetty pokes out onto the glimmering black 
water. Someone turns one of  the speakers around to face the river.  

The first DJ  is playing a fairly melodic techno set, complemented by the second, who plays a similar 1

vibe but incorporates a few more house tunes. The DJs seem to be harbouring a kind of  playfulness 
in their performance tonight, contrary to the ‘serious image’ I have seen conjured at past events. For 
instance, the first DJ pays homage to techno classics like Ben Klok’s Sub Zero, played long before its 
usual call time at 4am, and rather than appearing cheesy or lame it comes off  as a joke between a 
group of  friends (which has now grown to the size of  60 or so people). 

It’s a diversified collection of  people that continue to gather. People with clothing, haircuts, styling 
that disrupt common culture and heteronormative concepts of  gender. The first DJ is a non-binary 
person, the second a gay woman. In a music culture/scene that now glorifies the big-name ‘celebrity 
DJ’, and praises arrogance, even machismo in male DJs, it’s refreshing to see minorities behind the 
decks. Our congregation seems reminiscent of  Detroit’s warehouse raves in the 80s. 

The techno and house music playing seems to hark to Eno’s ambient music theory, in the regard 
that it ‘allows you any listening position in relation to it … music that can be background or 
foreground or anywhere’ (Eno, 2009). In this space, people can socialise and talk, barely moving, 
alongside people dancing wildly entranced. With none of  the usual separation between dance floor, 
bar, and outdoor areas, the social landscape of  this event is unspecified and subject to change. There 
are no restrictions on smoking, which allows for people to smoke and chat while they dance. There’s 
also no separation between booth and dance floor; no altar raising DJ above dancer. In fact, people 
are giving the DJ affectionate welcomes behind the decks as they arrive. The open space of  the 
riverbank encourages this egalitarian social landscape, creating pockets of  movement and inactivity 
that are constantly negotiating boundaries, morphing between the two, and sometimes ending up in 
between. 

Traces from the Detroit rave scene and Eno’s ambient music aren’t the only echoes from the past 
that we receive tonight; the hundred-year-old East Perth Power Station reminds us of  Perth’s 
fundaments, and the river takes us back farther, one of  the lasting features of  the landscape cared 
for by the original custodians, the Noongar Whadjuk people. Interacting with (what remains of) the 
natural landscape reminds us that dance and movement are ancient and inherently human, and 
only exaggerates the frustration I have felt of  late in the dance music scene, dominated by 
commercialised venues, commodified DJs, and capitalist, heteronormative social hierarchies. Many 
nights I have wondered whether our isolation and infancy as a city couldn’t give us a chance to 
(re)define the electronic dance music subculture in Perth as one that better reflects what were once 
core foundations of  liberty and integration. Tonight, I am content dancing by the riverside.
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